
FOLLOWING GEORGIA COMPLIANCE AND FUNDRAISING LAWS

Campaign finance laws are consistently confusing for candidates, so here is the rundown on best
practices for Georgia Compliance and Fundraising Laws.

HIRE A COMPLIANCE STAFFER

As a candidate, your time is valuable and best spent raising money and talking with voters. Ideally,
you do not need to be the individual that will track campaign compliance. Hiring a team or individual
to manage campaign compliance is incredibly helpful and can be crucial on the campaign trail. This
role includes tracking all checks, online donations, cash donations, and every expense from the
campaign trail. This individual is also responsible for deadlines, disclosure reports, and campaign
forms required by the Georgia Government Transparency and Campaign Finance Commission.

Keep in mind that while your compliance staff is balancing books and tracking receipts, candidates
are the individuals who face the consequences if there is a mistake or any missed deadlines.

Hiring Tips:
● Look for someone with experience in compliance or someone with an accounting

background. Frequently, fundraising teams or staff members are equipped to manage your
campaignʼs compliance; however, itʼs essential to ask if they can fulfill this role upfront or if
you will need to hire a person to manage the compliance process specifically.

● Important qualities to look for when hiring are incredibly organized, comfortable with
paperwork,  and experience with similar responsibilities.

● If you are hiring someone with an accounting background but not necessarily in campaign
compliance, reach out to training@ethics.ga.gov for information on upcoming training
opportunities.

● Always check references for potential staff and ask references if they ever faced fines when
working with the potential hire.

RESOURCES FOR GEORGIA CANDIDATES
The Georgia Government Transparency and Campaign Finance Commission houses a large number of
resources for candidates you can find here: https://ethics.ga.gov/filer-info/candidates/candidates/

Contact Information:
● Email: gaethics@ethics.ga.gov
● Visit: James H. “Sloppy” Floyd Building, 200 Piedmont Ave., SE Suite 1416 – West Tower

Atlanta, GA 30334
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FILING RESPONSIBILITIES FOR CANDIDATES AND CANDIDATE COMMITTEES
Also listed on the Georgia Ethics website, here is a brief description of the filing responsibilities and
requirements for candidates seeking office. You can find more information on required forms and
disclosures here.

● Declaration of Intention to Accept Campaign Contributions (FORM DOI)
○ CANDIDATE: If you are not currently a public officer holding elective office and plan to

run, you must file a Declaration of Intention to Accept Campaign Contributions (Form
DOI) with the Commission before accepting any campaign contributions. A candidate
should file a PIN application (CCDR and PFDS) shortly a�er filing their Declaration of
Intention to Accept Campaign Contributions to ensure that the candidate can E-file all
CCDRs and PFDS disclosures.

● Campaign Committee Registration By Candidate (FORM RC)
○ CANDIDATE COMMITTEE: If a candidate forms a campaign committee, the candidate

must register the committee by filing the Form RC with the Commission prior to the
committee's acceptance of any contributions. No contributions may be accepted at
any time there is a vacancy in either the position of chairman or treasurer, although
the same person may serve as chairperson and treasurer including the candidate
himself.

● Choosing Option of Separate Accounting (FORM COOSA)
○ CANDIDATE AND/OR CANDIDATE COMMITTEE: A candidate may declare intent to keep

separate accounting for each election in an election cycle by filing a Form COOSA.
Upon filing the Form COOSA, a candidate may accept funds for a future election that
is not the candidateʼs next upcoming election (note, candidates may only receive
funds for prior elections in order to retire debt). For example, if the candidateʼs next
upcoming election is the primary, by filing a COOSA form, the candidate may accept
contributions for both the primary and succeeding general election.

● Campaign Record-Keeping
○ CANDIDATE OR CANDIDATE COMMITTEE: The following are the record-keeping

requirements under the Campaign Finance Act for both candidates and candidate
committees; Detailed records must be kept of all contributions received and
expenditures made. Records must be maintained by the candidate or treasurer of a
campaign committee and may be inspected by the Commission at any time. The right
of inspection may be enforced by the Commission or by the Superior Court of the
State of Georgia. Financial records of the accounts kept by a candidate or candidateʼs

http://ethics.ga.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Forms-and-Reports-101-August-2017.pdf


committee are required to be preserved for three years from the termination date of
the candidateʼs campaign. However, since public disclosures are maintained for not
less than five years, candidates are advised to keep records for at least five years

● Campaign Contribution Disclosure Report (CCDR)
○ CANDIDATE: Candidates must file CCDRs according to their filing schedule once they

become a candidate as further defined by the Campaign Finance Act.

DISCLOSURE REPORTS

Overall, compliance is o�en an a�erthought for many campaigns. However, this can cause issues for
your campaign once you face a deadline. Disclosure reports are required and have established
deadlines for each period. Your disclosure essentially reports all contributions received and
expenditures made during a reporting period- from each check, you receive to each purchase you
make on the campaign trail.

Filing Schedules:

Note, always double-check and confirm deadlines with the Transparency and Campaign Finance
Commission.

State-Level (State Senator, State Representative, District Attorney, and Superior Court Judge)
https://ethics.ga.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Filing-Schedule-for-State-Level-2.15.2021.pdf

County and Municipal Level Elected Officials & Candidates
https://ethics.ga.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Filing-Schedule-for-Local-Filers-2.15.2021.pdf

Best Practices:

● Add disclosure deadlines to your calendar, do not let the deadlines surprise you
● Ensure you are communicating with your compliance staff on goals and deadlines
● Tack everything and stay organized
● Send compliance letters for any donations that are not dated, have mismatched signatures,

or are over the limit, to keep track of all potential issues and money you cannot accept.

CONSEQUENCES

Compliance mistakes or missed deadlines result in negative consequences that will impact the
campaign. Even if you just forgot a deadline, made a mistake in record-keeping, or if something was
lost in translation, campaigns will face consequences from the Transparency and Campaign Finance
Commission.
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The Finance Commission in Georgia will fine candidates who do not file the appropriate documents
before the deadline. In this situation, there will be an initial fine, and then an additional fine for every
day the records have not been submitted. Additionally, the commission maintains the power to audit
and investigate candidates and campaigns.

From an optics perspective, this can negatively impact how voters and other individuals in politics
view your campaign. When in this situation, candidates can face negative press coverage and create
distrust among voters while running for office.

Best Practices

● Ensure you always have a paper trail. If you are unsure if you can accept a donation, do not
have the conversation over the phone but through email for documentation.

● Sending compliance letters is extremely helpful in these situations since they specifically
outline a potential issue.

● Accepting a check and depositing a check are two separate things. If you have deposited a
check that you cannot accept, then you will need to issue a refund. Generally, if you have
accepted a check and are unsure, itʼs better not to deposit the donation and instead ask.

● Reach out to the commission if you are unsure. Itʼs always better to ask questions and confirm
than to run face potential consequences. Utilize the resources available to you, a five-minute
conversation is preferable to ten pages of paperwork.

PACS, CORPORATIONS, AND COMMITTEES

Political Action Committees are any committee, club, association, partnership, corporation, labor
union, or other groups which receive donations aggregating more than $1,000 during a calendar year
from persons who are members or supporters of the committee and which distribute these funds as
contributors to one or more candidates for public office or campaign committees of candidates for
public office. Note, this does not mean a campaign committee.

Important Distinctions:

● Corporations cannot give money directly to candidates, however, corporations and
organizations will o�en form PACS in order to donate funds. You can o�en spot this
situation when you see “Action Fund” a�er an organization's name. If you are
concerned about where a PACʼs money is coming from or its status, reach out to the
Transparency and Campaign Finance Commission or the FEC.

Independent Committees are any club, association, partnership, corporation, labor union, or other
groups of persons, other than a campaign committee, political party, or political action committee,
that have collected money from members and uses that money for any elected office or to advocate
the election or defeat of any particular candidate. An independent committee is one that makes
“independent expenditures.”


